When it comes to rooflights, Roof Maker are a great choice...

The quality of their innovative designs never fail to create an impressive showpiece in my client’s homes.

I can always rely on their rooflights to introduce more natural light to a space than any other option on the market, due to their frameless and patented Slimline® structures.

Their professional and knowledgeable technical support team simplify the entire process. From advice about the best specification for each client’s project to flawless installation.

Nicolas Tye, Architectural Director
STARTED AS A FAMILY VENTURE, ROOF MAKER HAS BEEN LIVING AND BREATHING ROOFLIGHTS FOR OVER 17 YEARS. DEVELOPED TO ADDRESS THE MOST DEMANDING DESIGN CHALLENGES YOU MIGHT FACE, OUR MADE TO MEASURE ROOFLIGHTS WILL HELP YOU TO TRANSFORM EVEN THE MOST UNUSUAL LIVING OR WORK SPACE.
HANDCRAFTED MANUFACTURING WITH EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

We don’t just sell rooflights, we also design and manufacture them under one roof. At the forefront of engineering the most advanced technical specifications, Roof Maker is a driving force in setting the criteria for premium quality. That’s why we’re able to offer an outstanding 20-year unit seal warranty, assurance that your rooflight will last a lifetime.

IN-HOUSE TECHNICAL EXPERTS TO SUPPORT YOUR NEEDS

We provide an unparalleled level of skilled advice to help you choose the right rooflight for your project. We’re able to work directly with your architect from the beginning, to ensure the perfect space is created for your dream rooflight. When it comes to fitting, we will work with your builder to ensure everything goes smoothly.
Did you know that rooflights can have a positive effect on your health because of the natural light and ventilation they let in? From strengthening the immune system to helping treat Seasonal Affective Disorder, both your mind and body will benefit from letting more light into your home.

One of the key reasons our customers choose Roof Maker is because we work to the internal measurements of the space you have available for your rooflight. This means our rooflights bring more light into your living space exactly where you want it, and are better value for money than equivalent products on the market.
CREATE YOUR INDIVIDUAL ROOFLIGHT

Our range of rooflights come with the option to choose from a variety of finishes and sizes, enabling you to create an individual rooflight that perfectly meets the unique needs of your home.

We offer five glass properties with our specialist Reflex® Glass. Each targets specific areas such as energy efficiency, temperature control, noise pollution and security. You can also combine multiple properties to create a solution for multiple needs.

Depending on which rooflight you choose, pick from a range of colours and choose different colours inside and out, for a marine grade powder coated frame colour that matches the unique style of your home.

Choose your glass tinting preference. Clear glass is the most popular option or, alternatively, choose a subtle blue or grey tint to reduce the harsh glare from the sun. A satinova privacy tint offers a great solution if your home is overlooked.
FLAT ROOFLIGHTS

Suitable for flat roofs, our range of fixed and opening flat rooflights are fitted with easy clean glass as standard to promote dirt and grime to slide off during rain fall, helping to reduce the manual cleaning effort. The marine grade powder coating also provides exceptional durability and weathering.

Featuring a built-in insulated upstand, they are designed with a low-level height to create a flush-gazed appearance to the roof.
The fixed flat rooflight is designed with a frameless internal view to maximise the amount of natural light let through into your home. Triple glazed as standard, it provides unrivalled thermal efficiency and superior noise control – perfect for busy locations where you need peace and quiet to live or work.
MODULAR

For larger areas of roof glazing, glass panels can be combined together to create a modular system.

Each panel is added to the line using a slim stainless steel support, which provides an optimally strengthened structure without compromising the flow of light. The stainless steel split bars can be finished in any of the £255 RAL colours of your choice.

Modular rooflights can be combined in many different configurations, creating distinctive handcrafted solutions which especially suit modern buildings.
Bring light and fresh air into your room with an electric dual-function, slide opening rooflight. Designed to maximise daylight, whilst the slide-opener provides cooling airflow without the need for additional roof vents.

Perfect for bathrooms or kitchens where you need to manage steam or cooking smells. The remote control allows you to open the rooflight partially or to its maximum opening capability.

If the weather turns, the built-in rain sensor will close the rooflight automatically.
HINGED OPENING FLAT

The electric, hinged-opening rooflight operates via a chain actuated mechanism. Opening up to 400mm, the rooflight provides exceptional, natural ventilation to disperse steam and cooking smells.

Open using the remote control. The opening mechanism is connected to a rain sensor, automatically closing the rooflight should it start to drizzle.

The design is minimal with frameless glazing. This allows water to run away without collecting in the casing, preventing a build-up of grime.
OPEN-LITE ACCESS

A hinged-opening rooflight with a difference. In addition to brightening and ventilating your home, it opens to a 90° angle, creating a flat roof access hatch.

The rooflight offers an ideal access solution for a roof garden. Open at the touch of a button using the remote control, with a rain sensor for peace of mind.
Designed for a flush-fit and flat installation, the walk on rooflight can be used for dramatic effect when set into your internal or external flooring.

Make a dramatic feature of water, architecture or archaeology hidden underfoot. A walk on glass panel can also illuminate dark cellars and basements with light from the rooms above. Or create additional usable space on a roof terrace whilst flooding the room below with light.

The construction features a toughened external glass pane for ultimate strength and durability. An optional non-slip textured glass is also available in a range of decorative designs.
This unique rooflight will help your room stand out. The frameless design helps to maximise light whilst the perfectly round shape adds a contemporary touch.

Manufactured with triple glazed, easy clean glas as standard. It provides exceptional levels of noise reduction and heat insulation.

A standard timber upstand is included with all O-Lite round rooflights, or you can upgrade to a pre-pitched version.
PITCHED ROOFLIGHTS

Designed for pitched roofs with angles of 15-70 degrees and available in portrait and landscape, our range of Luxlite™ rooflights have a truly frameless view to maximise the natural light in your home.

With easy clean glass as standard and marine grade powder coating for exceptional durability and weathering. The innovative built-in flashing apron provides superior water dispersion.

Thoroughly weather tested against BS 6375, Pt 1.
The Luxlite™ has a distinctive frameless design. It allows more daylight into your room when compared to traditional wooden framed designs, making a lighter, brighter space.

It could help transform your loft into valuable extra living space. Providing an extra bedroom, a study or a peaceful hideaway at the top of the house.

The sleek design suits properties of any age, providing a clean, uninterrupted view across the entire window opening.
With all the same features as the fixed Luxlite™, the electric hinged-opening version operates via a chain actuated mechanism. Open using the rocker switch, or upgrade to a remote control which comes with a free rain sensor.

Exceptional ventilation is provided via the generous opening, perfect for dispersing steam and cooking smells.
CONSERVATION LUXLITE™

This conservation area friendly rooflight helps to maintain the heritage feel of character properties and barn conversions, whilst benefiting from the very latest technological advances and superior thermal performance.

Designed to replicate the original Victorian cast iron skylight the slim, shaped split bars made out of aluminium are structurally bonded to the glass.

Between 1 and 5 split bars are added dependent on the width of the rooflight. However, the number can be increased or decreased by request for a truly bespoke look.
With the same features and benefits as the fixed Conservation Luxlite™, the electric hinged opening version offers the perfect solution for those in need of ventilation. Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms and loft conversions.

Open using the rocker switch mounted to your wall, or upgrade to a remote control which comes with a free rain sensor.
ROOF LANTERNS

Roof lanterns offer a great choice for those looking for a rooflight for their flat roof. Not only are they better at channeling light from all angles than their flat counterparts, but they also create a stunning architectural showpiece in your home.

Marine grade powder coating is used across our range of roof lanterns to provide excellent weathering and durability. The easy clean glass, fitted as standard, also helps to keep the glass clean for longer and reduces the manual cleaning effort.
With an ultra slim aluminum frame, the Slimline® is designed to bring more natural light into your room. Helping to improve your view of the outside without unsightly, thick glazing joints getting in the way.

Manual or electronic double glazed vents are available, offering a great ventilation solution for kitchens and bathrooms.

The electronic opening vent can be operated using a rocker switch fitted to your wall, with the option to add an automatic climate control and rain sensor which impressively does the opening and closing for you.
SLIDE OPENING SLIMLINE®

The same patented ultra slim aluminium frame as the fixed Slimline®, but with the option to open the roof lantern via an electric slide mechanism to truly bring the outside in.

Operate via a remote control to open the rooflight partially or to its maximum opening extent, filling your room with fresh air at the click of a button. The free built in rain sensor will close the roof lantern automatically, just in case it starts to rain whilst you’re away from the room.
With many similarities to the Slimline®, the Pyramid roof lantern offers the same slim framed and contemporary features but is available in a square shape. It offers a unique option for those looking for something different to the popular, rectangle roof lantern style.

The Pyramid roof lantern provides a perfect fit for smaller or square rooms, or the space above stairwells.
If ventilation and bringing the outside in is on your list, opt for the electrically operated slide opening version of the Pyramid roof lantern. This allows you to open the rooflight partially or to its maximum opening capability, to let in the sunshine and fresh air.

Operate using the remote control. A built-in rain sensor is also included, so you don’t need to fear about forgetting to close the roof lantern if the weather should turn.
TRADITIONAL

If you're looking for something with a traditional character, this roof lantern is for you. Customise it from a range of finial and cresting designs to create a truly bespoke product that suits your home. Whether it’s Victorian style cresteing, a simple ball design or no ridges at all for a sleeker look.

This style of roof lantern works well with Victorian or character homes, plus is ideal for orangeries.

Manual or electronic opening roof vents are also available, making it a great choice for those looking for a kitchen roof lantern where additional ventilation is crucial.
An electric blackout blind is a great addition to your rooflight because it gives you greater control over the light coming into your room, achieving a partial or total blackout as desired.

The remote-controlled system ensures you have full control at your fingertips, enabling you to open the blinds fully or partially, stopping at a point convenient to you.

Available in black or white pleated material with matching motors and internal trims. Powered by the supplied mains adaptor, with a standard UK 3 pin plug. They can be made in sizes up to 3000mm x 2000mm and are fitted to the rooflight during the manufacturing process, supported by spooling cords and semi-transparent nylon cords.

The blinds are not sold separately.